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Foreword

PATIENT EXPERIENCE REQUIRES LEADERSHIP ATTENTION 

The patient experience, more than just patient satisfaction, incorporates all aspects of the patient’s interaction 

with the healthcare system. The patient experience includes patient satisfaction, patient engagement, and 

the quality of the care, to name a few.  Surprisingly, the patient experience has not been a priority amongst 

healthcare leaders until recently. And although a majority of leaders (92%) surveyed by HealthLeaders Media put 

patient experience among their top five priorities, it seems no one quite knows what to do or how to improve it. 

The majority of healthcare systems’ mission statements reflect that improving the health of patients is the 

primary mission. This being the case, then understanding and improving the patient experience must be 

an important focus. And it would seem that healthcare leaders would be experts at improving the patient 

experience. However, often this is not the case. For decades healthcare leaders have struggled with identifying 

their primary customer. The list of potential candidates includes patients, physicians, and insurance payers and 

the expectations of these three potential customers are varied and often in conflict. As a result, systems, policies 

and procedures, and protocols are created and function according to what works best for staff and physicians 

with the needs of the patient in a secondary position. 

As is often the case now that reimbursement will either be augmented by excellent patient experience scores 

or penalized by poor scores, a great deal of attention is focused on improving the patient’s experience. A 2008 

Institute of Healthcare Improvement white paper, Seven Leadership Leverage Points for Organization-Level 

Improvement in Health Care (Second Edition), states that “the currency of leadership is attention.”  If this is true, 

then to improve the patient experience leadership needs to focus and truly make the patient experience a priority.  

With the attention and priority focus of the chief executive officer, the patient experience will improve. And with a 

more satisfied and engaged customer, the health of the individual will improve as will the health of the community. 

And, after all, this is what healthcare is all about—improving health and saving lives. 

Kim Bordenkircher 

CEO 

Henry County Hospital, Napoleon, OH 

Lead Advisor for this Intelligence Report

http://www.healthleadersmedia.com/INTELLIGENCE/
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THE PATIENT EXPERIENCE EXTENDS BEYOND THE BRICKS 
AND MORTAR OF THE HOSPITAL WALLS

The patient experience more and more frequently begins online, and we know health systems and hospitals 

understand this because they invest in websites. But patients expect more than just information; they want to manage 

their care in their own time and on their own terms. 

Patients want to see lab results securely online. They want to download discharge instructions and access their health 

records without needing to schedule an office visit. They want to be able to schedule appointments online and conduct 

e-visits when an office consultation is unnecessary. And they want to do this without filling in the same forms again 

and again and showing their health insurance cards every time they walk into a healthcare facility.

Only 36% of organizations responding to this year’s HealthLeaders Media Patient Experience Survey say their strategy 

to retain existing patients includes offering a patient portal for interactive services such as appointment scheduling 

and access to medical records. However, providing access to lab results and discharge instructions will attract and 

activate patients who are increasingly aware of their role as healthcare consumers—consumers who are accustomed 

to accessing information in the palm of their hand.  

Delivering a patient experience that meets Meaningful Use and propels an organization toward accountable care remains 

an imperative despite the yearlong delay of Stage 2. Healthcare organizations have extra time before the financial rewards 

and penalties associated with Stage 2 requirements are implemented, but will that be enough to identify and enact 

successful strategies? Will patients wait for their healthcare provider to give them what they expect as consumers?

As long ago as 2007, a survey found that 41% of patients indicated they would be willing to switch hospitals for 

a better patient experience (“A Better Hospital Experience,” McKinsey Quarterly, November 2007). A delay in 

Meaningful Use Stage 2 won’t slow down the long-standing patient demand for healthcare to catch up with the online 

services provided to them by the retail, banking, and travel industries.

The question many healthcare organizations must ask themselves is whether their patients will be switching away 

from or toward them.

We at MEDSEEK support HealthLeaders Media’s ongoing efforts—through its publications, the HealthLeaders 

Media Council, and surveys like this one—and also strive to find new ways to keep a finger on the pulse of healthcare 

executives. We are honored to be a part of this project.

Peter Kühn 

CEO 

MEDSEEK, Birmingham, AL

Perspective

http://www.healthleadersmedia.com/INTELLIGENCE/
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Methodology

The 2011 Patient Experience Survey was conducted by the HealthLeaders Media Intelligence Unit. It is part of 

a monthly series of Thought Leadership studies. In May 2011, an online survey was sent to the HealthLeaders 

Media Council. Respondents work in a variety of settings including hospitals, health systems, and physician 

organizations. A total of 274 completed surveys are included in the analysis. The margin of error for a sample size 

of 274 is +/-5.9% at the 95% confidence interval. A detailed report and analysis can be found online after August 

15 at www.healthleadersmedia.com/intelligence.

About The HealthLeaders Media Intelligence Unit
The HealthLeaders Media Intelligence Unit, a division of HealthLeaders  
Media, is the premier source for executive healthcare business research. It 
provides analysis and forecasts through digital platforms, printed publications, 
custom reports, white papers, conferences, roundtables, peer networking  
opportunities, and presentations for senior management.
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Copyright ©2011 healthLeaders Media, 5115 Maryland Way, Brentwood, TN 37027 • Opinions expressed 
are not necessarily those of healthLeaders Media. Mention of products and services does not constitute 
endorsement. Advice given is general, and readers should consult professional counsel for specific legal, 
ethical, or clinical questions.
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ADvISORS FOR THIS INTELLIgENCE REPORT
The following healthcare leaders graciously provided guidance and insight in the creation of this report.
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Vice President, Operations
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CEO
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Respondent Profile

Respondents represent titles from across the various functional areas including senior leaders, clinical leaders, operations leaders, 

financial leaders, and information leaders. Nearly 40% of the respondents have senior leader titles. They are from hospitals, health 

systems, and physician organizations.

| Title

0
5

10
15
20
25
30
35
40

4%
Financial Leaders

3% 
Information Leaders

24% 
Clinical Leaders

23% 
Operations Leaders

39%
Senior Leaders

Senior Leaders | Chief Executive Officer, Administrator, Chief Operations Officer, 
Chief Medical Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Executive Dir., Partner, Board 
Member, Principal Owner, President, Chief of Staff, Chief Information Officer

Clinical Leaders | Chief of Orthopedics, Chief of Radiology, Chief Nursing Officer, 
Dir. of Ambulatory Services, Dir. of Clinical Services, Dir. of Emergency Services, 
Dir. of Nursing, Dir. of Rehabilitation Services, Service Line Director, Dir. of Surgical/
Perioperative Services, Medical Director, VP Clinical Informatics, VP Clinical Quality, 
VP Clinical Services, VP Medical Affairs (Physician Mgmt/MD)

Operations Leaders | Chief Compliance Officer, Asst. Administrator, Dir. of Patient 
Safety, Dir. of Quality, Dir. of Safety, VP/Dir. Compliance, VP/Dir. Human Resources, 
VP/Dir. Operations/Administration, Other VP 

Finance Leaders | VP/Dir. Finance, HIM Director, Director of Case Management, 
Director of Revenue Cycle

Information Leaders | Chief Medical Information Officer, Chief Technology Officer, 
VP/Dir. Technology/MIS/IT

Base = 274

Base = 145 (hospitals)

| number of Beds

1–50 22%

51–199 30%

200–499 35%

500–999 10%

1,000+ 2%

| Place of employment
Base = 274

 | number of Sites

1–5 21%

6–20 37%

21–49 26%

50+ 17%

Base = 78 (health systems)

Hospital 53%

Health System 28%

Physician Org 19%

Multispecialty group practice  52%

Single-specialty group practice 31%

Ambulatory or outpatient center 13%

Other 13%

7% 
Marketing Leaders

Base = 52
Type of Physician Organization

http://www.healthleadersmedia.com/INTELLIGENCE/
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Hospitals struggling to implement a successful patient experience strategy say staff 
and clinicians are part of the problem—but in more ways than one, people are also 
part of the solution.   

From a lack of employee buy-in to physicians who just don’t seem to “get” patient experience, 

healthcare leaders say many of the top barriers to implementing a successful patient experience 

strategy have to do with people. 

For the third year in a row, healthcare 

leaders say patient experience is a top 

priority and that its importance is 

growing. But a number of stumbling 

blocks stand in the way, among them: 

lack of cultural fit or employee buy-in, 

which tied as the top answer at 22%.

Perhaps one reason is an industrywide 

confusion over what patient experience 

really is—or isn’t. 

Consider this comment from one 

survey respondent, the chief of staff at 

a physician-run organization: There 

is “too much importance on patient 

experience ...  Instead, we need to focus 

more on quality, outcomes, and cost.”

Additionally, it is not a customer 

service initiative, as many seem to 

think. 

Patient Experience: The People Problem  
By Gienna Shaw 

What Healthcare Leaders Are Saying

“It’s a challenge to get the staff to understand the difference from being 

good to great. There’s a perception by staff that ‘always’ is impossible 

based on the Mid-West mindset that they would not rate anyone ‘always’ 

because there’s always room to improve.”

—Chief nursing officer, large hospital

“Patient experience requires basic behavioral change objectives for all 

employees and great senior leadership modeling.”

—Chief operations officer, large hospital 

“The patient experience is critical. However, if the patient experience is 

great and the clinical outcomes are poor, patients will leave. Conversely, if 

the clinical outcomes are far superior, patients will take a few less ameni-

ties in order to experience superior clinical excellence.”

—Medical director, physician organization

“It is important that all those who provide care to patients from the time of 

scheduling and insurance verification at the reception desk, to the time of 

discharge, have a means to communicate their experiences that can have 

a positive impact on patient care. Patient experience can only be improved 

by collaboration between all departments and levels of hierarchy.” 

—Director of quality, physician organization 

“This must be driven from top-to-bottom and bottom-to-top. No individual 

or specific group can drive this initiative.”

—Director of clinical services, large hospital 

“Collaborative care models allow organizations to focus more on the patient 

and less on the bottom line. If you are able to control costs and have an 

idea of where the overall organization is headed, these models should be 

the approach to the future.”

—Administrator, midsize hospital 

AnAlySiS

http://www.healthleadersmedia.com/INTELLIGENCE/
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“We have a lot to learn about how to provide that 

exceptional experience for patients and their families,” 

says Kim Bordenkircher, CEO of Henry County Hospital, 

a 25-bed community hospital in Napoleon, OH, who 

served as lead advisor for this Intelligence Report. 

“Those customer courtesy kinds of things might be 

important, but I think that’s the fluff on the issue,”  

she says. “Customer experience is making the patient  

feel as if they’re the only patient that you have—even  

though you have others—and providing an environment 

where you customize care based on their needs. And in 

order to do that, you need to know what their needs and 

expectations are.”

Answers to another question uncover further evidence of the extent to which leaders hold 

physicians and staff accountable for patient experience. When we asked respondents to list their 

top three patient experience strategy initiatives, more than half said they are tackling employee buy-

in with incentives: “Making physicians, nurses, and staff accountable for patient satisfaction as part 

of their compensation and employment status” was the second most popular response at 56%. 

They might be on the right track—our advisors agree 

that people are the key to improving the patient 

experience. 

“If you get the right people and you have the right 

leadership, the employees are going to be happy. If 

they’re not happy, they need to go. If it’s not a good 

fit for them, they need to go. They need to buy in to 

the culture, buy in to serving our patients,” says Clare 

Rose, vice president of operations at The Methodist 

Hospital, part of a five-hospital system based in 

Houston. 

 AnAlySiS (continued)

Has patient experience become 
more or less of a priority in the 
past year?

27%
The same

72%
More

2%
Less

Base = 274

“We have a lot to learn 

about how to provide that 

exceptional experience for 

patients and their families.”

—Kim Bordenkircher
CEO

Henry County Hospital
Napoleon, OH

http://www.healthleadersmedia.com/INTELLIGENCE/
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“We have a person that helps script people and 

troubleshoot certain problem areas where the 

patient satisfaction scores are dipping because of 

leadership or because of stress or the workload; 

trying to figure out how we can do better,” she says. 

“The people make the difference.”

Another people problem: lack of management 

consensus and alignment—12% cited that as their 

biggest stumbling block. And for the third year in 

a row the survey results show few CEOs (just 14% 

this year) take primary responsibility for the patient 

experience. As in past years, our advisors say the 

folks at the very top of the organization chart aren’t 

taking enough responsibility for patient experience. 

“I’m the one that’s accountable for it, completely. I can hold staff responsible for those behaviors 

but I am accountable for the results,” says Bordenkircher. “How can [patient experience be] the 

top priority in your organization [if] you’re not directly accountable for it? That seems like a 

disconnect to me.”

Reform, regulations, and the power of teamwork 
New government programs—and the incentives and disincentives that come with them—may force 

healthcare leaders to take meaningful action to improve patient experience in a way they never 

have in the past,  because in the past the concept was “more nebulous,” Rose says.   

In a series of questions that are new to the survey this year, we asked about the impact of care 

coordination on the patient experience. The responses were largely positive: Most said patient care 

coordinators and patient navigators (82%) and patient-centered medical homes (73%) will improve 

patient experience performance. Just more than half said accountable care organizations will have 

a positive impact. Respondents were less optimistic that bundled payments will improve patient 

experience performance; just 26% said it would help, while 48% said it wouldn’t have an impact. 

 AnAlySiS (continued)

“Customer experience is making 
the patient feel as if they’re the only 
patient that you have—even though 
you have others—and providing an 
environment where you customize 
care based on their needs.”

—Kim Bordenkircher

CEO, Henry County Hospital

Napoleon, OH

http://www.healthleadersmedia.com/INTELLIGENCE/
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Many healthcare leaders who participated in 

the survey said improved collaboration and 

communication under these new care and 

payment models will have a positive impact on 

patient experience, but also expressed concern 

about the immediate impact of change. 

Bordenkircher says organizations can expect 

short-term declines in patient experience as 

they get used to new models and as rules and 

regulations are refined and finalized. Ultimately, 

however, increased collaboration and better 

teamwork across the continuum of care should not only improve patient care, but also improve 

patients’ perceptions of that care.

Gienna Shaw is senior technology editor for HealthLeaders Media. She may be contacted at gshaw@healthleadersmedia.com.

 AnAlySiS (continued)

“If it’s not a good fit for them, they need 
to go. They need to buy in to the culture, 
buy in to serving our patients.”

—Clare Rose
Vice President, Operations

The Methodist Hospital
Houston

http://www.healthleadersmedia.com/INTELLIGENCE/
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Survey Results

FiGURE	1 | Patient experience as a Priority

Q |  Relative to all the priorities in your organization, where does patient experience 
rank today?

Top priority

37%

Top 5 Top 10 Not a priority

35% 34%

55%
58%

55%

7% 7%
10%

2011 Base = 274

2010 Base = 303

2009 Base = 200

0% 0%
3%

FiGURE	2 | Patient experience as More or Less of a Priority in Past Year

Q |   Has patient experience become more or less of a priority in the past year?

27%
The same

72%
More

2%
Less

Base = 274
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 Survey Results (continued)
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FiGURE	3 | Patient experience as a Priority in 5 Years

Q |  In five years, where do you expect the patient experience will rank in your 
healthcare organization’s priorities?

Top priority

45%

Top 5 Top 10 Not a priority

37%

51%

59%

3% 4%

2011 Base = 274

2010 Base = 303

0% 0%

FiGURE	4 | Organization’s Structural Response to Patient experience

Q |   Which most closely approximates your organization’s structural response 
regarding patient experience initiatives?

Base = 274

Percent

We have an organized management approach and our executive team drives  
patient experience

53%

Patient experience is handled through existing patient satisfaction functions or initiatives 28%

We are assessing the need to reorganize certain functions around a patient  
experience strategy 17%

We have no plans to organize current or future functions around patient experience 1%

Other 1%

http://www.healthleadersmedia.com/INTELLIGENCE/
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 Survey Results (continued)

FiGURE	5 | Primary Responsibility for Patient experience

Q |   In your organization, who has the primary responsibility for patient experience?

Base = 274
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

       35%

      15%

     14%

    9%

   7%

   7%

  6%

    2%

1%

 3%

A multidisciplinary team of leaders,    
clinicians, and staff

Chief nursing officer

Chief executive officer

Chief operating officer 

Physicians, nurses, and other clinical staff

Chief quality officer

Chief experience officer or similar title

Chief marketing officer

Chief medical officer

Other

FiGURE	6	| impact of Care Coordination Strategies on hospital Performance

Q |  Choose the outcomes that best describe the potential impact of the following care 
coordination strategies on hospital performance at your organization.

Base = 274

Improves Worsens
Stays the 

same

Assigned care coordinators and navigators 77% 4% 20%

Accountable care organizations 53% 16% 31%

Patient-centered medical home 50% 8% 43%

Bundled payments for acute episodic care 35% 33% 32%

http://www.healthleadersmedia.com/INTELLIGENCE/
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 Survey Results (continued)

FiGURE	7	| impact of Care Coordination Strategies on Patient experience

Q |  Choose the outcomes that best describe the potential impact of the following care 
coordination strategies on patient experience at your organization.

Base = 274

FiGURE	8 | Use of Patient Portal to Meet Meaningful Use Objectives

Q |   Does your organization’s patient portal offer advanced features to meet meaningful 
use objectives, such as providing lab results or discharge instructions?

33%
Yes

42%
We do not 

have a patient 
portal25%

No

Base = 274

Improves Worsens
Stays the 

same

Assigned care coordinators and navigators 82% 4% 13%

Patient-centered medical home 73% 4% 22%

Accountable care organizations 52% 17% 31%

Bundled payments for acute episodic care 26% 26% 48%

http://www.healthleadersmedia.com/INTELLIGENCE/
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 Survey Results (continued)

FiGURE	10 | CMS’ Value-Based Purchasing Rules

Q |   Under CMS’ value-based purchasing rules, hospitals will be assessed on quality 
performance, with clinical measures weighted at 70% and patient experience measures 
weighted at 30%. What do you think of that 30% figure?

27%
Too high

49%
About 
right

23%
Too low

Base = 274

FiGURE	9 | Online Communication Strategy with ePatients

Q |   What is your strategy for online communication and interaction with ePatients to 
enhance the patient experience?

Base = 274

Percent

We will update our existing website to assist and attract new patients 45%

We will provide patients with an online experience that includes information from 
hospitals, physician practices, and other services 42%

We will retain existing patients by offering a patient portal for interactive services such as 
appointment scheduling and access to medical records 36%

We will use social media and networking sites such as Twitter and Facebook 34%

We will use mobile technology to facilitate patient care and communication 27%

We will use customer relationship management software for targeted marketing 
campaigns 16%

We do not yet have a strategy in place 33%

http://www.healthleadersmedia.com/INTELLIGENCE/
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FiGURE	11 | Patient experience Strategy initiatives

Q |   Which of the following initiatives are most important to your organization’s patient 
experience strategy?  Select the top three choices.

Base = 274
Multi response

Percent

Improving overall clinical quality and throughput to reduce LOS, complications, 
readmissions, and other patient dissatisfiers

73%

Making physicians, nurses, and staff accountable for patient satisfaction as part of their 
compensation and employment status

56%

Employee training with increased focus on patient experience 54%

Giving patients access to their records and pathways by launching patient portals, 
electronic health records, and other IT solutions

21%

Improve facilities with expansion or renovation 20%

Executive compensation tied to patient experience performance measurements 17%

Implementing online services such as appointment scheduling and prescription refills 17%

New community outreach and partnership programs 16%

Deployment of new technologies, such as wayfinding kiosks or interactive bedside 
computers, to enhance patient experience

8%

Revised marketing or branding strategies 8%

Giving patients the option to communicate with physicians by e-mail 7%

Other 3%

 Survey Results (continued)
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FiGURE	12 | Top Motivators for Patient experience Strategy

Q |   What factors would you rate as your top motivation for exploring
        and implementing a patient experience strategy?

Base = 274

% rating in  
top 3 priorities

Putting patients first 82%

Living up to our mission and doing what’s right for the patient 62%

Producing better quality outcomes 53%

Improving our patient satisfaction and experience scores, including HCAHPS 38%

Retaining our best employees and physicians 31%

Creating a market differentiator 10%

Staying competitive with other organizations 8%

Generating new revenues or higher margins 7%

Meeting future stages of meaningful use 6%

Benefiting from new payer models 5%

FiGURE	13	| Techniques for Generating Patient experience ideas

Q |  About how often do you practice each of the following techniques for generating 
patient experience ideas?

Base = 274

Always Very often Occasionally Never

Observe others in healthcare and adopt proven 
best practices for our use

24% 57% 18% 1%

Conduct and facilitate internal brainstorming 
sessions

20% 48% 29% 3%

Study organizations outside of healthcare to 
learn innovative customer experience strategies

15% 39% 41% 4%

Hire outside consultants or strategists for 
counsel and perspective

7% 18% 59% 16%

 Survey Results (continued)
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FiGURE	14 | Level of innovation in Patient experience initiatives
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FiGURE	15 | Stumbling Blocks to adopting Patient experience Strategy

Q |   What would you say is your biggest stumbling block to creating an effective
patient experience strategy at your organization?

Base = 274

Q |  On a scale of 1–5, with 1 being most innovative and 5 being not very innovative 
at all, how would you evaluate your institution’s level of innovation in patient  
experience initiatives?

Most
innovative

Not very
innovative

Base = 274

Percent

Abundance of higher priorities 22%

Lack of cultural fit or employee buy-in  22%

Lack of overall game plan or actionable ideas  12%

Lack of management consensus and alignment  12%

Lack of funding or budgeting priority  11%

It adds cost without a return on investment 5%

Lack of an appropriate organizational structure 4%

None. We have no stumbling blocks 12%
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FiGURE	16 | Tracking and Measuring the Success of Patient experience Strategy

Q |   How do you track and measure the success or failure of your patient experience strategy?

Base = 274

Percent

HCAHPS survey 70%

Collect and distribute up-to-date patient satisfaction data for all staff 58%

Quality outcomes 57%

Vendor survey or other measurement tool 52%

Post-discharge phone calls 50%

Anecdotal evidence such as positive letters or social media mentions 42%

Word-of-mouth referrals and reputation 36%

Community opinion surveys 26%

 Survey Results (continued)
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